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Noted for his versatile portrays of each character he plays 
as well as his influence and great contribution to several 
film / TV productions as script consultant. Add an aura 
of true joy, positive energy, confidence, and the ability to 
bring out the glow of each person around him will bring 
you the uniqueness to his character and give you the 
brightness of a true shining star that he is.

Sweden, USA, Morocco, France… the world is his 
platform and you never know where you will find him. 
Involved in projects, co-operating with the Swedish 
Embassy in Morocco as well as established Directors 
and Producers -all of international character. Having the 
established relation and connection with both Africa and 
Europe Said is very keen to utilize this as he see the great 
opportunity of collaboration and benefits between the 
countries. We catch him in between his trips -involved in 
projects word wide travelling has become part of his life.  

Said has had the privilege to grow up in an international 
environment, born in Sweden but with origin from 
Morocco and Mauritania, Africa. Travelling back and 

forth between the countries from an early age he got the up 
bringing in a mix of cultures and languages shaping him 
to the curious and bold person he has become. Besides 
Swedish and English Said speaks Arabic, Moroccan and 
some French.

It was not until his early twenties that he was discovered 
and pushed for a career in acting. Growing up Said had 
the ultimate goal to become a professional soccer player. 
With great talent and skills he had the future in front of 
him and was in his early teens a high profile soccer player 
both in Sweden as well as on an International level, playing 
for Dubai. An injury, however, put a stop to his career. 
Lost for a while, searching for the right inspiration and 
motivation he was contacted by Swedish Director Agneta 
Fagerström regarding a TV production, ”Kniven i Härtat”. 
Said not only showed great ability in acting but also his 
contribution to the script.  -“I at once felt at ”home” when 
performing, feeling the similarities in stepping out on the 
filed on game day as in front of the camera – the same 
adrenaline rush to perform”.

Since his first appearance on screen in 2003 his versatility 
has been evidenced by the varied of films and roles he 
has undertaken e.g. Kniven i Hjärtat, 10 first episodes 
(season one) of Bron/Broen, Agent Hamilton: But Not 
If It Concerns Your Daughter, The Fat & The Angry. His 
mixed background as well as mastering Swedish and 
English Arabic and some French enables him to take on 
a vast variety of roles. All Films, TV Series and roles Said 
has starred in have always been thoroughly considered to 
show his width but also quality. From hit 
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world famous soccer star Zlatan Ibrahimović in Marrakech, 
Morocco in December last year was the start of a future 
project, but also linked to the already established futsal 
association FC Ibra. As one of the co-founders of FC Ibra, 
Said continuously work with its development. FC Ibra is 
an association that aims to inspire, motivate and develop 
kids and teenagers in Sweden. The name Ibra off course 
comes from Zalatan Ibrahimović who lent his name to the 
association and also supports it. Said is very devoted in 
helping others, he values his life and does what he can to 
motivate others.  -“ I meet so many youngsters and kids, 
and want to show them that nothing is impossible as long 
as you work hard and stay focused”.

Playing with the Swedish Celebrity Soccer Team – “TV laget”. 
Said was last year selected to the team, a team of selected TV 

celebrities, real-life soccer heroes, movie stars and some other 
so-called celebrities who love to entertain and play soccer. 
They have played games and tournament (charity) through 
out the year. Last tournament for the season was a charity 
tournament in honor of the Swedish soccer legend from 94’ 
World Series  - Klas Ingesson who lost his battle to cancer - 
“Hedra Klas Ingesson”. “TV Laget” won the tournament after 
beating the former Swedish National Team of 94’.

It is hard to keep up with his hectic life but one thing for sure 
is that he is living his dream and seems to enjoy every second 
of it. One of course wonders if he never gets tired… A long 
side the interview he always talks about good energy, staying 
focused and to continuously have a positive attitude, love and 
be greatfull for life.  –“I am not going to lie for you, it is a 
tough and exhausting job, but focusing on positive energy 
and appreciation of life and where its taking me I feel that 
nothing is impossible and all worthwhile the effort and hard 
work – I am privileged”.

Having laid a solid ground for his work in Sweden, moving 
on to Morocco, Said is now more than ready to take on 
the USA. With his strong resume and his extraordinary 
charisma, his appearance and diversity all appealing for the 
U.S film industry, there is no doubt that it will be no other 
than a perfect match.

As we end the interview Said rushes off and leaves us with 
an aura of a glow and happiness….

man to Police Officer - Said was for example one of the 
first with foreign background to star as a Police Officer in 
a Swedish production. All Films and TV Series have also 
been a success e.g Bron,/ Broen now a remake in both 
U.S and U.K. Competing and winning in e.g Prix Europa, 
Prize: “Best TV Series”, Baff Rockie Award, Prize: “Best 
Criminal Drama”, Swedish Kristallen, Prize: Drama of the 
Year and also nominated to a BAFTA in category “Best 
Foreign Series” but lost to the American Girl...

Since the beginning Said has featured in over 14 feature 
films, a hand ful of shortfilms and 3 larger theatre sets. 
The passion Said has for film and theatre is shown in his 
role interpretations and also his way of working on the 
side as a script consultant. His stories have influenced 
script writers as well as directors and have been shown 
when working as a script consultant, for instance in the 
Swedish TV series Kniven i Hjärtat directed by Agneta 
Fagerström and the Swedish TV production The Fat and 
The Angry, written by Oskar Söderlund and directed by 
Johan Renck (the director of Breaking Bad) where Said 
also landed one of the leading roles. The Fat and The 
Angry also a remake in the U.K, won Silver at the TV 
gala in Seoul, South Korea, first prize at the C21 Drama 
Awards for Best non-English Drama. It also competed 
in Zürich Film Festival, where Said was also personally 
invited to represent the film as well as Sweden.  

During fall of last year he took his career even further 
with his own project “Mammi Production”. The film is 
called ”Mammi” and is a pre-production based on Saids 
story, co-written with colleague Jesper Sanneving. As 
project owner Said was in charge of the complete set up 
for the filming, casting, worked as researcher, director, co-
producer besides having one of the leads, Josef Noubis. –“ 
It felt great, I had the opportunity to work with famous 
Actors, among others Dragomir ‘Gago’ Mrsic, known for 
Easy Money. It was tremendous amount of work but I 
enjoyed every second of it”. 

Soccer never the less stayed in Saids life. Meeting with 
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to keep up witH tHis rising stAr You CAn follow 
sAiD williAm legue on His fACeBook 

https://www.facebook.com/saidwilliamlegue 

or on His imDB 

http://www.imdb.me/saidwilliamlegue

weB pAge: www.saidwilliamlegue.com

fACts:
Ht: 6’1”
eyes: brown
Hair: dark brown 
languages: Swedish, english, French, 
Arabic 
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